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Bringing 
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Nick Thomas 3951 3842 x Allowing us to use their tools when we were 
needing to get work done quickly

Lizzie 4505 1511 x x x

Ron Borden FLR Committee 1511 x x Coordinated the NEMO workshop/lunch
Lydia Pit Admin 1511 x x Great job as Pit announcer

Frank Shivley 48 1511 x For being tall and helping Team 340

Kate Saulsbury Pit Admin 1511 x x x Great job with Pit Admin - you made the regional 
run smoothly

Angry Eric MC 3838 x He had everyone ready for competition and did an 
outstanding job

Ivan Safety Inspector 3838 x Walked around and made sure everyone was safe 
to their best ability

Escort Service 48 3838 x Made sure the area was clear to walk with robots
Hannah Thompson 639 3838 x Was a very good helper

Casey Dill 3838 3838 x
When in need of help and someone to go to he 

was there when the team was down and came to 
make everything better

Nick 1126 3799 x Really loves his team and brings enthusiasm to 
everyone. His spirit is infectious.

Angry Eric MC 3799 x

He brings enthusiasm into robotics and everyone 
has fun. People who come to this match not in 

robotics may see the fun and importance of 
robotics because of him.

Rex Hays Safety Glasses 3799 x He makes sure everyone entering the pits has 
safety glasses which prevents many many injuries

Ryan (mentor) 3687 3799 x He let us borrow their band saw and without that, it 
is very likely we wouldn't have competed. Also we 
took over some of their space and he didn't object.

Rob Heslin Head Robot 
Inspector 3799 x

It took us a very long time to finish the inspection 
and without his patience and help we maybe 

wouldn't have competed.
Charlotte 4203 3842 x Let us use a shop vac

1111 1111 3842 x Let us use a battery

Jamie 639 1507 x He helped our team out when we needed it, and 
lent us things.

Sarah 772 1507 x Had a great packet on safety information
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Jake 3015 3842 x Let our team use their band saw

S.U.I.T.S. 3951 3951 176 x Very enthusiastic about their robot and their team
Greer Henry 1559 3842 x Providing us with a piece of aluminum stock
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